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ABSTRACT: The exposure of organic-coated marine aerosols
containing cholesterol (Chol) to radiation and/or an oxidizing
atmosphere results in the formation of oxidized derivatives or
oxysterols and will likely change aerosol surface properties.
However, the intermolecular interactions between oxysterols
and other lipid components and their influence on the surface
properties of marine aerosols are not well-known. To address
this question, the interfacial behavior and domain morphology
of model Langmuir monolayers of two ring-substituted oxysterols, 7-ketocholesterol (7-KChol) and 5β,6β-epoxycholesterol
(5,6β-EChol), mixed with 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) were investigated by means of compression
isotherms and Brewster angle microscopy (BAM) over a broad range of surface pressures and sterol molar ratios. Mixed DPPC/
cholesterol (Chol) monolayers were also measured for comparison. The results of compression experiments showed that the
condensing effect induced on mixed DPPC/sterol monolayers at low surface pressures and for intermediate molar ratios (0.3 ≤
Xsterol ≤ 0.7) was weaker for oxysterols than for Chol. Additionally, mixed DPPC/oxysterol monolayers exhibited markedly
smaller (∼2−3-fold) interfacial rigidity. Examination of the excess free energy of mixing further revealed that DPPC monolayers
containing 7-KChol and Chol were thermodynamically more stable at high surface pressures than those with 5,6β-EChol,
indicating that the strength of interactions between DPPC and 5,6β-EChol was the smallest. Finally, BAM images in the LE−LC
phase of DPPC revealed that in comparison to Chol the addition of small amounts of oxysterols results in larger and less
numerous domains, showing that oxysterols are not as effective in fluidizing the condensed phase of DPPC. Taken together,
these results suggest that the strength of van der Waals interactions of DPPC alkyl chains with sterols follows the sterol
hydrophobicity, with Chol being the most hydrophobic and oxysterols more hydrophilic due to their ketone and epoxy moieties.
The difference in the condensing ability and stability of 7-KChol and 5,6β-EChol on DPPC likely originates from the distinct
molecular structure and position of oxidation on the steroid nucleus. As suggested by recent MD simulations, depending on the
oxidation position, ring-substituted oxysterols have a broader angular distribution of orientation than Chol in bilayers, which
could be responsible for the observed reduction in condensing ability.

■ INTRODUCTION

Given the vastness of the oceans, marine aerosols constitute
one of the most important and largest reservoir of atmospheric
aerosols on a global scale.1 Marine aerosols have garnered much
interest because they play a critical role in atmospheric
chemistry, in the biogeochemical cycling of nutrients (e.g., C,
N, and S), and in global climate change through their effect on
cloud condensation nuclei, radiative balance, and levels of
precipitation.2 Primary marine organic aerosols originate mainly
from wind-driven turbulent wave action at the ocean surface,
more specifically through the production of sea spray from
bubble bursting and liquid jets.1,3,4 Through this process, newly
formed marine aerosols become enriched in organic matter
found in the sea surface microlayer (SSML), the thin (1−1000
μm) organic layer present at the ocean’s surface.5,6

The organic matter present in the SSML and on marine
aerosols is a complex mixture mainly composed of various lipid
components found in the biomembranes of living and decaying
marine microorganisms (bacteria, plankton) that have risen to
the sea surface. These components include, among others, free

fatty acids, phospholipids, sphingolipids, and sterols. Phospho-
lipids, because of their prevalence in marine cellular
membranes, exist in some abundance in the SSML,7

predominantly phosphatidylcholines (PC) with C14 to C18

saturated alkyl chains like dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine
(DPPC).8 Sterols, another prominent component of cellular
membranes of marine origin, have also been found in the
SSML.9,10 Among the sterols, cholesterol (Chol) is the most
abundant at the marine surface.11 Because of their amphiphilic
character, molecules like DPPC and Chol are surface-active, i.e.,
readily adsorb at the ocean and aerosol surfaces to form mixed
monolayers. For instance, there is evidence that marine aerosols
adopt a structure resembling that of “inverted micelles”, i.e., an
aqueous salty core surrounded by a monolayer of surface-active
organic components with their hydrophobic chains exposed to
the atmosphere.12−15 Because of its molecular structure, Chol is
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likely to affect the molecular organization and phase behavior of
other lipid components, thus modifying the surface properties
of marine aerosols and influencing their atmospheric processing
and reactivity. For example, model monolayer studies of Chol
mixed with DPPC and other saturated PCs have shown that
Chol promotes the orientational ordering of phospholipid alkyl
chains, thereby leading to a tighter packing density of the
phospholipids, a phenomenon referred to as the “condensing
effect”.16−18 This has the consequence of increasing the
mechanical strength and decreasing the permeability of the
monolayer. Both condensing and ordering effects attributed to
Chol are highly dependent upon its molecular structure.
While Chol is relatively stable, its long-term exposure to gas-

phase free radicals and oxidants, solar radiation, and/or heat
leads to the formation of oxidized derivatives or oxysterols.19

Oxysterols typically involve the substitution on Chol’s steroid
nucleus (A−D rings) of an additional oxygen atom in the form
of a ketone, hydroxyl, hydroperoxy, or epoxy group.20 Two
common ring-substituted oxysterols formed through this
oxidative pathway are 7-ketocholesterol (7-KChol) and 5β,6β-
epoxycholesterol (5,6β-EChol) (Figure 1). The molecular

structure of 7-KChol differs from Chol with respect to the
additional ketone group at C7 on the steroid nucleus. 5,6β-
EChol differs in that there is no double bond between C5 and
C6 and also by the presence of an epoxy group that projects out
of the β-face of the steroid nucleus, i.e., the face on which the
two methyl groups at C10 and C13 are located. In addition, the
absence of the double bond between C5 and C6 destroys the
planarity of the Chol’s A and B rings.21 Of the two oxysterols,
only 5,6β-EChol has so far been detected as a Chol degradation
product in arctic waters.9

On the basis of the chemical and structural differences of
oxysterols relative to Chol, one might expect that their presence
may alter the surface properties and morphology of the organic

layer and, in turn, impact the processing and reactivity of the
marine aerosol. Thus, a fundamental understanding of the
surface properties including intermolecular interactions and
molecular organization of oxysterols on model systems of
marine aerosols is highly desirable.22 One proven experimental
approach is to use Langmuir monolayers of simple mixtures of
pure lipid and sterol components on an aqueous salt solutions
as simplified model systems in which the chemical composition
and other environmental parameters can be easily varied.23

Although there are numerous studies on mixed PC/sterol
monolayers using various experimental techniques, most have
been concerned with nonoxidized Chol derivatives. To date,
there are only a few theoretical and even fewer experimental
published studies on mixed PC/oxysterol monolayers.24−27 For
instance, the relationship between the oxidation position on
oxysterols, and their condensing and ordering effects on PC
monolayers remain largely unexplored.28−30

Hence, to understand oxysterol interactions with other lipids
components relative to Chol and to assess their potential
impact on marine aerosols, the interfacial behavior and surface
morphology of mixed Langmuir monolayers of 7-KChol and
5,6β-EChol (as well as Chol as a comparison) with DPPC, a
model lipid commonly found in the organic layer of marine
aerosols, are studied using compression isotherms and Brewster
angle microscopy over a broad range of surface pressures and
sterol molar ratios. The broad range of surface pressures used in
this study is quite important because it can provide conclusive
information regarding the physical state of the monolayer and
the intermolecular interactions between dissimilar lipid
components. We show that 7-KChol and 5,6β-EChol have
reduced condensing and ordering capabilities on DPPC
compared to Chol. This inability or poor performance varies
with the chemical composition and the physical state of the
mixed monolayers. To our knowledge, this is the first study
comparing the interactions between these two ring-oxidized
oxysterols and a commonly occurring saturated phospholipid
(DPPC) and assessing their influence on the phase behavior of
the mixed monolayers. Furthermore, the differences revealed
here with the oxysterols underscore the importance of the
oxidation substitution position in determining the oxysterol
hydrophobic character and orientation in the host monolayer.
The results presented here may be of significance to marine
aerosols exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere as the occurrence
of oxysterols likely change the chemical, mechanical, and optical
properties of the organic layer which, in turn, may affect their
growth, processing, and reactivity.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. 1,2-Dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC,

>99%), 7-ketocholesterol (7-KChol, >99%), and 5β,6β-epoxycholes-
terol (5,6β-EChol, >99%) were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids
(Alabaster, AL), whereas cholesterol (Chol, >99%) was from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). All compounds were used without further
purification. 1 mM DPPC and sterol stock solutions were prepared in
chloroform (HPLC grade, ≥99.0%, Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA).
Mixed DPPC/sterol solutions with the desired molar ratio were
prepared from these stock solutions. Fresh ultrapure Milli-Q water
with a resistivity of 18.2−18.3 MΩ·cm and a measured pH of 5.6 (the
pH is slightly acidic due to the dissolution of atmospheric CO2) was
obtained from a Barnstead Nanopure system (model D4741,
Barnstead/Thermolyne Corporation, Dubuque, IA) equipped with
additional organic removing cartridges (D5026 Type I ORGANICfree
Cartridge Kit; Pretreat Feed) and was used as subphase in all
monolayer experiments.

Figure 1. Chemical structures of (A) Chol, (B) 7-KChol, and (C)
5,6β-EChol.
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Methods. Compression Isotherm Measurements. Surface
pressure−molecular area (Π−A) compression isotherms were
measured on a computer-controlled Langmuir film balance system
(KSV Minitrough, Biolin Scientific, Linthicum Heights, MD). The
Teflon-coated Langmuir trough (KN1001, Atotal = 150 cm2) has two
Delrin-coated barriers for symmetrical monolayer compression. The
trough was placed on a vibration-isolated optical table at the center of
a Brewster angle microscope setup (see below). The combined setup
was enclosed in a black Plexiglas box to limit ambient air currents, dust
particles, and parasitic light. A defined volume of pure or mixed lipidic
solution was spread dropwise onto the water subphase using a 50 μL
glass microsyringe (model 705, Hamilton, Reno, NV) with the trough
barriers initially in the fully expanded position. The spreading solvent
was then allowed to evaporate for at least 10 min, after which the
monolayer was symmetrically compressed at a speed of 6 Å2/
(molecule min). This compression rate was slow enough to limit
unwanted domain growth artifacts coming from diffusion-limited
aggregation.31 Surface pressure was monitored during compression
using a filter paper (Ashless Whatman 41, Sigma-Aldrich) Wilhelmy
plate hung to the surface pressure sensor. The surface pressure is
defined as32

γ γΠ = −0 (1)

where γ0 and γ are the surface tensions of the bare and monolayer-
covered air/water interfaces, respectively. Monolayer data were
collected using Biolin Scientific proprietary software and analyzed
using OriginPro (v. 9.0, OriginLab, Northampton, MA).
All isotherms were recorded at room temperature (21 ± 1 °C) in a

climate-controlled environment and were repeated at least three times
to ensure reproducibility. The standard deviations of the measured
mean molecular area (MMA) and surface pressure were ±0.5 A2/
molecule and ±1 mN/m, respectively. To address monolayer stability,
each compression isotherm was completed within approximately 30
min, as a significant onset of oxidation of pure Chol monolayers is
known to occur around 45 min after spreading.25 Similarly, oxidation
of Chol mixed in DMPC monolayers was shown to be detectable only
after 40 min of air exposure.33

Isotherm Analysis. The change in the monolayer rigidity due to
the ordering effect of sterols on DPPC alkyl chains was analyzed using
the isothermal compressibility modulus (Cs

−1) calculated from the
compression isotherm data following32

= − Π−
ΠC A A(d /d )s T

1 (2)

where A∏ is the MMA at a given surface pressure Π. Large Cs
−1 values

correspond to a higher interfacial (in-plane) rigidity and more ordered
alkyl chains.34

Intermolecular interactions between DPPC and sterols in the mixed
monolayers were analyzed with the help of the excess free energy of
mixing (ΔGexc) as a function of sterol composition, which corresponds
to the compression work difference between the real and ideal
mixtures. It was calculated from the experimental compression
isotherm data following32,35

∫Δ = Δ Π
Π

G N A dexc A
0

exc (3)

where the excess MMA (ΔAexc) for the mixed monolayer at a given
pressure Π corresponds to the difference between the experimental
MMA (A12) measured from the compression isotherm and the ideal
MMA (A12

id ) calculated from the additivity rule:32,36

Δ = − = − +∏ ∏A A A A A X A X[( ) ( ) ]exc 12 12
id

12 1 1 2 2 (4)

where A1 and A2 are the MMAs of the pure components 1 and 2,
respectively, X1 and X2 (= 1 − X1) are their corresponding mole
fractions, and NA is Avogadro’s constant. Negative or positive ΔGexc
deviations are an indication of nonideal behavior, with negative and
positive values implying cohesive interactions between dissimilar
(DPPC and sterol) and/or similar (DPPC−DPPC or sterol−sterol)
components. Errors for the excess surface area (<±1 Å2) and the

excess free energy of mixing (<±0.05 kJ/mol) values were calculated
and found to be negligible.

Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM). Microscopic images of the
monolayer domain morphology were obtained with a custom-built
Brewster angle microscope equipped with a 5 mW He−Ne laser
source (Research Electro-Optics, Boulder, CO) emitting a p-polarized
(>500:1) light beam at a wavelength of 543 nm. The output beam is
first attenuated by a neutral density filter and then passed through a
half-wave plate and a Glan-Laser calcite polarizer (GL10-A, extinction
ratio 100000:1; Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) before reaching the aqueous
surface at the Brewster angle (θB ≈ 53.1°). The reflected light beam is
then collected by a 10× infinity-corrected microscope objective (CFI
60 TU Plan EPI, NA 0.35; Nikon, Melville, NY) coupled to a lens tube
and finally directed to an air-cooled, back-illuminated EM-CCD
camera (DV887-BV, 512 × 512 pixels with 24 μm × 24 μm pixel size;
Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT). Images were acquired with
the Andor Solis software (v. 4.15.30000.0, Andor Technology). A blue
background was selected to enhance image contrast. Because the focal
plane of the microscope objective does not coincide with the aqueous
surface due to the optics inclination, only a small strip in the central
portion of the image can be in focus. The images were therefore
cropped from the original 800 μm × 800 μm size to show the most
resolved region. The lateral resolution of the BAM images was ∼2.2
μm. BAM measurements are based on the change caused by the
presence of a spread monolayer of thickness d on the near-zero
reflectance of p-polarized light at the Brewster angle on the neat air/
water interface. The reflectance change is given by

Δ = − = −R R R d R R(0) ( ) 0 (5)

where R0 and R are the reflectances of the bare and monolayer-covered
air/water interfaces, respectively. Even for thin films, this difference is
very large and can thus be used as an imaging contrast.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Surface Pressure−Area Compression Isotherms of

Pure Sterol Monolayers. The compression isotherms of the
pure sterol monolayers are shown in Figure 2. Chol, 7-KChol,

and 5,6β-EChol have lift-off areas (Alo) of ∼37, ∼39.5, and ∼39
Å2/molecule, respectively (Table 1). With respect to Chol and
7-KChol, Alo values are in agreement with previously published
data; however, it is also important to note that small differences
do exist in the literature due to the different experimental
conditions, for instance, temperature and compression
rate.30,37,38 The small area increase associated with the
oxysterols is likely due to the more pronounced steric
hindrance and electrostatic repulsion between neighboring

Figure 2. Compression isotherms of pure Chol, 7-KChol, and 5,6β-
EChol monolayers. The pure oxysterols films exhibit high stability
upon collapse, with the pure 5,6β-EChol monolayer being the most
stable of the three, reaching a collapse pressure of ∼50 mN/m.
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molecules caused by the additional ketone and epoxy moieties.
In addition, both oxysterol isotherms display a more gradual
increase in surface pressure after lift-off in comparison to Chol,
which is indicative of more disordered monolayers. It was
previously suggested that the disorder of 7-KChol monolayers
is likely caused by the marked change in tilt orientation of the
oxysterol molecules.30,39

Another interesting feature in the isotherms is the slightly
higher collapse surface pressures (Πc) reached by 7-KChol and
5,6β-EChol (46.7 and 49.5 mN/m) relative to Chol (45.0 mN/
m). This result suggests that the additional oxygen atom,
whether it be a ketone or epoxide on the B ring, has some
impact on the pure oxysterol monolayer stability upon collapse,
with the pure 5,6β-EChol monolayer being the most stable. By
closer inspection of Figure 2, a spike in surface pressure is also
observed at the collapse of Chol and 5,6β-EChol but not for 7-
KChol. The collapse of Chol and 5,6β-EChol monolayers
therefore appears to undergo a similar collapse process: first,
the surface pressure reaches a maximum, and then it slightly
decreases before stabilizing in the form of a long plateau region.
However, by comparison, the postcollapse pressure decrease is
mostly prominent in the Chol monolayer followed by the 5,6β-
EChol monolayer but barely noticeable for 7-KChol. Previous
work on the collapse of Chol monolayers has attributed this
surface pressure drop to the initial formation of an unstable 3D
phase (aggregates) within the 2D monolayer that rapidly
transforms into another more stable 3D collapse phase and
reaches equilibrium with the monolayer at a slightly lower
surface pressure.40 Because of the similarities in the collapse
onset with Chol and 5,6β-EChol isotherms, a similar
aggregation mechanism may also be involved.
Surface Pressure−Area Compression Isotherms of

Mixed DPPC/Sterols Monolayers. The influence of sterol
type and composition on the phase behavior of DPPC was
investigated by comparing representative compression iso-
therms of DPPC monolayers mixed with Chol, 7-KChol, and
5,6β-EChol (Figure 3). For the pure DPPC monolayer, the
compression isotherm shows a typical liquid expanded−liquid
condensed (LE−LC) coexistence plateau region at surface
pressures between ∼3.5 and 6 mN/m, in agreement with
previously published isotherms.41,42 It is important to note that
at the temperature used the true collapse pressure of DPPC
should be found near 70 mN/m.43 However, with the
Langmuir trough used here, such high surface pressures could
not be reached because of film leakage induced by subphase
surface meniscus inversion.44 For this reason, the thermody-
namic analysis developed below will be restricted to low to
moderate surface pressure ranges (Π ≤ 40 mN/m).
In contrast to pure DPPC monolayer, the addition of sterols

has a profound effect on the compression isotherms (Figure 3).
In particular, one can see that with the increase of the sterol
molar ratio (Xsterol) the LE−LC coexistence region pro-
gressively shifts to lower MMAs and narrows until it completely

disappears (Xsterol > 0.3). This effect has to do with the
increased van der Waals interactions between the DPPC alkyl
chains and the sterol rings. Moreover, this phase transition
occurs at different surface pressures for each sterol. For
example, for XChol = 0.1, the LE−LC coexistence region is
found at a slightly lower surface pressure in comparison to pure
DPPC, whereas with the oxysterols, the small but opposing
trend is observed.
The impact of the increasing sterol concentration on the

DPPC isotherm is also reflected by the progressive decrease of
its lift-off area. For instance, the lift-off area of the pure DPPC
monolayer is ∼97 Å2/molecule; however, for XChol ranging
from 0.05 to 0.5, the lift-off area is reduced from ∼90 to 42 Å2/
molecule. In the case of 7-KChol and 5,6β-EChol, the lift-off
areas are also reduced, although to a lesser extent, going from
∼90 to 47 Å2/molecule over the same molar ratio range. Prior
studies of DPPC monolayers mixed with Chol and other Chol
derivatives have reported a similar reduction of the DPPC lift-
off area with increasing sterol concentration, a phenomenon
commonly referred to as the “condensing effect”.45,46 The
results shown here clearly indicate that oxysterols are capable of
condensing DPPC, yet to a lesser extent than Chol. For the
same molar ratio, the sterol condensing effect follows the trend
Chol > 5,6β-EChol > 7-KChol, a trend that correlates well with
the sterol hydrophobic character. Various mechanisms have

Table 1. Interfacial Properties of Pure Sterol Monolayersa

sterol
Alo

(Å2/molecule)
A0

(Å2/molecule)
Ac

(Å2/molecule)
Πc

(mN/m)

Chol 37 37 32 45.0
7-KChol 39.5 39.5 28.5 46.7
5,6β-
EChol

39 39 28.5 49.5

aLegend: Alo, lift-off area; A0, limiting area at zero surface pressure; Ac,
collapse area; Πc, collapse surface pressure.

Figure 3. Compression isotherms of (A) Chol, (B) 7-KChol, and (C)
5,6β-EChol mixed with DPPC monolayers.
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been proposed to explain the condensing effect, the two most
widely accepted being the stable complex formation and, more
recently, the “umbrella effect”.47,48 In the stable complex
formation, the condensing effect results from attractive van der
Waals interactions between the phospholipid alkyl chains and
the sterol rings in the binary mixture, whereas with the umbrella
effect the phospholipid headgroups are believed to protect the
hydrophobic part of the sterol from the aqueous subphase,
thereby favoring closer proximity. Here, the observed trend
would suggest that the strength of van der Waals interactions
with DPPC follow the sterol hydrophobicity, with Chol being
the most hydrophobic and oxysterols more hydrophilic due to
their ketone and epoxy moieties.
To understand the impact of the physical state of the mixed

monolayer on the condensing effect, the variation (using eq 4)
of MMA as a function of sterol composition was analyzed for
different constant surface pressures (see Figure S1 in the
Supporting Information). Based on the magnitude of the
(negative) deviation from the additivity rule, it is evident that
the condensing effect is more effective in the LE phase (∼3
mN/m) for all mixed DPPC/sterol monolayers. At higher
surface pressures (≥10 mN/m), the condensing effect is
significantly reduced because DPPC is already in a more
condensed state. Overall, in the low and high surface pressure
regimes, mixed monolayers with a sterol composition in the
range 0.3 ≤ Xsterol ≤ 0.7 showed the greatest condensing.
Additionally, the condensing effect also shows some depend-
ency on the sterol type. For example, at low surface pressures
(e.g., 3 mN/m), mixed DPPC/sterol monolayers in the range
0.3 ≤ Xsterol ≤ 0.7 follow the order Chol > 7-KChol > 5,6β-
EChol, with Chol having the strongest condensing ability and
5,6β-EChol the weakest. In this pressure regime, the chemical
type, hydrophobicity character, molecular structure, and
possibly also the orientation of the sterols could play a role
in dictating the condensing effect. Even with a comparable
hydrophilicity, the condensing ability of 7-KChol and 5,6β-
EChol likely differs based on their distinct molecular structure
(planar vs nonplanar steroid nucleus) and tilted orientation in
the DPPC monolayers. In contrast, at 40 mN/m these factors
become less important as any of these sterols achieve a reduced
but similar DPPC condensing. Overall, the extent of the
condensing ability is dependent on the concentration, sterol
type, and the physical state of the monolayer.
Interfacial Compressibility Modulus of Pure and

Mixed DPPC/Sterol Monolayers. To gain further insight
into the physical state of the mixed monolayers, the change of
the isothermal compressibility modulus (Cs

−1) calculated from
the compression isotherms was analyzed as a function of
surface pressure and sterol composition (Figure 4A−C). By
comparison, pure 5,6β-EChol (248 mN/m) and 7-KChol (223
mN/m) monolayers possess much smaller compressibility
moduli than Chol (620 mN/m). According to Davies and
Rideal, Cs

−1 values in the range of 100−250 mN/m are
indicative of a monolayer in the LC phase, while larger values
reveal that the monolayer is in a solid state with closely packed
alkyl chains.49

The impact of the sterols on DPPC phase behavior and chain
ordering is also reflected by the interfacial compressibility
modulus.46,50 A phase transition is typically observed as a dip in
the compressibility curve. The pure DPPC and mixed DPPC/
sterol monolayers with Xsterol ≤ 0.1 show similar interfacial
rigidity as the LE−LC phase transition is still observed between
3.5 and 10 mN/m (indicated by an arrow in Figure 4). In the

DPPC/Chol monolayer with XChol ≤ 0.1, the LE−LC
coexistence region appears to overlap with that of pure
DPPC. In the case of 7-KChol and 5,6β-EChol, this transition
shifts slightly toward higher surface pressures (∼6−7 mN/m),
indicating that the oxysterols stabilize the LE−LC coexistence
region at low sterol concentrations. In mixed DPPC
monolayers at Xsterol = 0.3, the LE−LC coexistence region is
still observed for 7-KChol and 5,6β-EChol at ∼4−5 mN/m but
is not discernible for Chol. At Xsterol ≥ 0.5 the LE−LC
coexistence region is no longer observable in any of the mixed
DPPC/sterol monolayers.
The variation of the monolayer compressibility modulus with

sterol composition was also evaluated at surface pressures
ranging from 3 to 40 mN/m (see Figure S2 in Supporting
Information). With the addition of small amounts of sterols
(i.e., 0 ≤ Xsterol ≤ 0.1), Cs

−1 decreases, especially in the surface
pressure range from 20 to 40 mN/m. This lowering of the Cs

−1

values in the presence of the sterols at low concentration has
been reported previously and is the result of the sterols
destabilizing the LC phase.51 In the range of XChol = 0.1−0.3,

Figure 4. Variations of monolayer compressibility modulus with
surface pressure for (A) Chol, (B) 7-KChol, and (C) 5,6β-EChol
mixed with DPPC monolayers. The compressibility data were
calculated from the compression isotherms in Figure 3. The position
of the LE−LC phase transition in the compressibility curves is
indicated by an arrow. A larger compressibility modulus correlates with
higher rigidity of the monolayer.
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the compressibility modulus of the mixed DPPC/Chol
monolayers remains practically unchanged; however, moving
from XChol = 0.3 to 0.7, it increases almost linearly at all surface
pressures. In contrast, in the same molar ratio range, only a
small increase is observed in the mixed monolayers of 7-KChol
and 5,6β-EChol, thus illustrating the lower interfacial rigidity of
mixed DPPC/oxysterols monolayers. For example, in 7-KChol
mixed monolayers, large compressibility moduli (Cs

−1 ≥ 250
mN/m) are only achieved for X7‑KChol = 0.5 (Cs

−1 = 272 mN/
m), while with 5,6β-EChol, no such values are reached at any
sterol composition. In comparison, for mixed DPPC/Chol
monolayers, high compressibility modulus values are readily
obtained with XChol ≥ 0.5. The larger Cs

−1 observed in the
mixed DPPC/Chol monolayer is the result of Chol’s ability to
better order the alkyl chains of DPPC.
It is clear that the monolayer compressibility modulus is

affected by the oxysterol type as 5,6β-EChol demonstrated the
smallest values. As mentioned previously, this could be due to
the molecular structure of the oxysterols as well as their average
tilt in the DPPC monolayers. Previous atomistic MD
simulations have shown that a difference in tilt exists between
Chol and some of its derivatives and that it could be a major
factor in the ordering effect of sterols on DPPC bilayers.27,52

Smondyrev and Berkowitz studied the orientation of 6-
ketocholestanol, an analogue of 7-KChol, in a DPPC bilayer
and found it to be tilted (relative to the bilayer normal) with its
ketone group oriented toward the aqueous phase, preferring to
be hydrated rather than to be buried in the hydrophobic core of
the alkyl chains. Because of the structural similarities between
6-ketocholestanol and 7-KChol, it is likely that 7-KChol must
also be tilted and therefore closer to the air/water interface. In
contrast, Aittoniemi and co-workers showed that the tilt of 3-
ketocholesterol, another analogue of 7-KChol with a ketone
group at position C3, remained unchanged relative to that of
Chol. In their model, Chol was shown to have the smallest tilt
(∼20°) and to reside almost perpendicular to the bilayer plane,
hence enabling it to have better ordering ability relative to its
oxidized derivatives. More recently, a comprehensive study by
Jungwirth and co-workers has shown that the position of the
oxidation on Chol leads to different tilt angle distributions, with
tail-oxidized sterols adopting nearly perpendicular orientation,
whereas ring-oxidized ones like 7-KChol display a more
pronounced tilt (∼27°).29 Because 5,6β-EChol has its oxidation
on the steroid nucleus, it could also have a significant tilt
relative to Chol and could explain its weaker ability to increase
interfacial rigidity of DPPC monolayers; however, to the
authors’ knowledge, no comparable simulation on the tilt
orientation of 5,6β-EChol in bilayers has so far been reported.
Excess Free Energy of Mixing of DPPC/Sterol

Monolayers. The nonideality of the mixed DPPC/sterol
monolayers was assessed, and the interactions between
individual components were quantitatively analyzed by
calculating the excess free energy of mixing (ΔGexc) from the
compression isotherms as a function of sterol composition
(Figure 5A−C). Practically all investigated mixtures demon-
strate nonideality (ΔGexc < 0) over the entire surface pressure
range, indicating attractive DPPC−sterol interactions. Further
analysis reveals that at lower surface pressures (3 and 10 mN/
m) the most stable mixed DPPC/sterol monolayers exist at
Xsterol = 0.5. However, at higher surface pressures (20, 30, and
40 mN/m), the minimum ΔGexc shifts toward a monolayer
composition richer in DPPC (Xsterol = 0.3). At this sterol
composition and at a surface pressure of 40 mN/m, the excess

free energy of mixing follows the order 7-KChol ≈ Chol > 5,6β-
EChol. In other words, DPPC monolayers with 7-KChol and
Chol are more thermodynamically stable based on achieving
the smallest excess free energy values.
Because of its greater hydrophilicity compared to Chol, 7-

KChol might be expected to have a low thermodynamic
stability when mixed with DPPC as the presence of the ketone
group in the hydrophobic environment of the DPPC alkyl
chains would make DPPC/7-KChol interactions less favor-
able;52 however, this was not observed. Instead, DPPC/5,6β-
EChol mixed monolayers displayed the lowest thermodynamic
stability. Not only does this oxysterol lack planarity on the
steroid A−B rings, but its configuration also brings the epoxy
moiety in closer proximity to the hydrophobic alkyl chains,
thereby increasing steric effects.21 Hence, the differences in the
excess free energy of DPPC/oxysterol monolayers appear to be
strongly correlated to the positioning of the oxygen moiety on
the sterol ring relative to the DPPC alkyl chains.

Morphology of Pure DPPC and Sterol Monolayers.
The domain morphology of pure monolayers was first
investigated by BAM prior to mixed monolayer studies. Figure

Figure 5. Variations of excess free energy of mixing with sterol
composition for (A) Chol, (B) 7-KChol, and (C) 5,6β-EChol in binary
mixtures with DPPC. The DPPC/5,6β-EChol mixture is slightly less
stable relative to the other mixtures. Also note that the minimum in
the excess free energy transitions with increasing surface pressure from
Xsterol = 0.5 to 0.3 for all three sterols.
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6A shows BAM images of the pure DPPC monolayer. At large
MMAs (>100 Å2/molecule) and low surface pressures (∼1

mN/m) the BAM image is homogeneous with very low
reflectance (image not shown), which is indicative of the gas−
liquid expanded (G−LE) phase. Once the LE−LC coexistence
region is reached at ∼3.6 mN/m, small bright irregular (likely
multilobed but difficult to resolve with BAM) LC domains are
observed, immersed in the darker LE phase. The phase
segregation of DPPC into these two phases is the result of
differences in alkyl chain ordering, as the LC phase is
characterized by highly ordered alkyl chains, whereas in the
LE phase, chains are disordered. At slightly higher surface
pressures (∼4 mN/m), larger multilobed LC domains can be
more easily resolved. These changes in DPPC domain
morphology are consistent with previously published fluo-
rescence microscopy images obtained on DPPC monolayers.31

The LC domains eventually grow in size along the LE−LC
phase until they coalesce into one homogeneous condensed
phase.
In the case of the Chol monolayer BAM images revealed that

at large MMAs (A ≥ 70 Å2/molecule), circular- and stripe-like
condensed domains coexist with the gas phase (Figure 6B).
Upon further compression of the monolayer, most of these
domains merge into a completely homogeneous condensed
phase (Π ∼ 30 mN/m). Approaching the collapse phase, small

circular-like 3D crystalline Chol aggregates begin to emerge.
Further compression leads to the clustering of these aggregates
which are now larger in size and more numerous. However,
following the drop in the surface pressure after collapse, the
small aggregates appear to transition from a circular- to a rod-
like shape.
In comparison to Chol, the 7-KChol monolayer shows

almost no isolated condensed domains at large MMAs, but
rather a largely condensed phase with few circular dark (lipid-
poor) regions of different sizes scattered throughout, indicative
of a less compact monolayer (Figure 6C). Further compression
of the monolayer also resulted in a homogeneous condensed
phase, although at a slightly larger MMA (39 Å2/molecule)
than Chol, consistent with the compression isotherm (Figure
2). At the collapse phase, similar to Chol, small circular-like 3D
aggregates are observed followed by an increase in their size
and number at higher surface pressures. However, unlike Chol,
no change in the aggregate shape occurs with further
compression. Instead, the 3D aggregates continued to increase
in size and eventually became much larger than those of Chol.
Much like the pure 7-KChol monolayer, very few condensed
domains are seen at large MMAs in the 5,6β-EChol monolayer;
instead, a quasi-condensed phase is observed with darker worm-
like channels running across it (Figure 6D). At MMAs of 60−
70 Å2/molecule, these lipid-poor regions transformed into
filiform and circular domains. Like Chol and 7-KChol, the
collapse phase of 5,6β-EChol also shows the appearance of
circular-like 3D aggregates, although in much smaller and in
greater number. Further compression finally causes a shape
transition into rod-like structures much like those of Chol.
The BAM images here confirm that the molecular structure

of the sterols also has an impact on the domain morphology of
pure monolayers, particularly in the collapse region. To explain
these differences, previous studies determined that Chol can
have two types of 3D collapse aggregates in the bulk
monolayer: monohydrate and anhydrous, with the monohy-
drate being the most stable form in water.53 GIXD experiments
have further shown that the 3D aggregates of collapsed Chol
monolayers are in fact trilayers consisting of a bilayer and a
disordered Chol monolayer separated by one water layer.54,55

This water layer is suggested to maintain a continuous
hydrogen bonding channel between the hydroxyl groups of
Chol molecules from the monolayer and bilayer. These
interactions are believed to stabilize the crystal structure of
the aggregates.55 X-ray diffraction was also used to determine
the hydrated crystal structure of 7-KChol.56 Notable differences
in the crystal structures of 7-KChol and Chol were found and
traced back to the participation of the ketone group in the
hydrogen-bonding network in addition to two hydroxyl groups
from other 7-KChol molecules. This additional binding may
disrupt the hydrogen-bonding channel that is associated with
the Chol monohydrate. This is consistent with the BAM images
of the sterol collapse phases, which show that the ketone group
of 7-KChol has a greater impact on the shape of the 3D
collapse aggregates than Chol (as well as 5,6β-EChol). Another
interesting feature that is observed here is the relative size of
the 7-KChol 3D collapse structures in comparison to those of
Chol and 5,6β-EChol, which are on average 3−6 times larger,
indicating more molecules per aggregation site. This increase in
the aggregation size of 7-KChol is manifested by a significant
increase in reflectance observed from the BAM images,
suggesting the formation of multilayer structures that are
thicker than those of the other two sterols. This observation

Figure 6. BAM images of pure (A) DPPC, (B) Chol, (C) 7-KChol,
and (D) 5,6β-EChol monolayers at different stages of compression.
Numbers in the lower left and upper right corners indicate the MMA
and the surface pressure, respectively.
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may be directly correlated to the different collapse mechanism
seen in the isotherms.
Morphology of Mixed DPPC/Sterol Monolayers. The

BAM images shown in Figure 7A correspond to DPPC/sterol

monolayers with Xsterol = 0.05 at different stages of
compression. With the addition of such a small amount of

sterol, a change to the domain morphology is readily observable
in the LE−LC phase (A = 60−70 Å2/molecule; second and
third columns in Figure 7A), where the irregularly shaped LC
domains of the pure DPPC monolayer are replaced by smaller
domains in the mixed monolayers. However, the shape of these
domains is not easily discernible due to the available BAM
resolution. Previous studies using epifluorescence microscopy,
atomic force microscopy (AFM), and near-field scanning
optical microscopy (NSOM) have shown that DPPC/Chol
monolayers at similar Chol ratios consist of spiral-shaped LC
domains with increased domain perimeter.57−59 These studies
suggest that Chol prefers to reside at the boundary between the
condensed and fluid phases hence reducing the line tension.60

This preference of Chol to partition to the perimeter of the
domains also has been documented in molecular dynamics
simulations, fluorescence microscopy, and AFM studies.61,62

More recently, Zasadzinki and co-workers indicated that Chol
may actually be “soluble” in the LC domains.62 The LC
domains in the LE−LC phase of the mixed DPPC/5,6β-EChol
monolayer are larger, indicating that among the three sterols,
5,6β-EChol shows the least aptitude for the boundary. Because
the oxysterols appear to have a greater affinity for the LE phase
and a lesser ability to reduce line tension at the LE−LC phase
boundary than Chol, this results in larger DPPC LC domains
compared to Chol and more disordered alkyl chains in the LE
phase and is consistent with the reduced rigidity of the
oxysterols. The partitioning of oxysterols between the DPPC
LE and LC phases and their effect on the LC domain number
and size is illustrated schematically in Figure 8.
In DPPC/sterol monolayers with Xsterol = 0.3, the condensed

domains surrounded by the LE phase usually found in the pure
DPPC monolayer are no longer present (Figure 7B). At this
molar ratio, Chol induces heterogeneity in the images in the
low surface pressure regime. In contrast, BAM images of
DPPC/oxysterol monolayers were quite homogeneous
throughout the entire compression. The heterogeneity seen at

Figure 7. BAM images of mixed DPPC/sterol monolayers with (A)
Xsterol = 0.05 and (B) Xsterol = 0.3 at different stages of compression.
Numbers in the lower left and upper right corners indicate the MMA
and the surface pressure, respectively.

Figure 8. Schematic model of DPPC domain morphology in the LE−LC coexistence phase for (A) pure DPPC monolayer and for (B−D) DPPC
monolayers mixed with Chol, 7-KChol, and 5,6β-Echol at Xsterol = 0.1. The LC domains in the LE−LC phase of mixed DPPC/oxysterol are larger
due to the low affinity of the oxysterol for the phase boundary.
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XChol = 0.3 was previously reported and was shown to be the
result of three separate phases in coexistence with each other,
with Chol-rich and Chol-poor domains.59 Because a similar
effect is not observed with the oxysterols suggests that they are
not able to phase separate in the same way with DPPC.

■ CONCLUSION
This study assessed the effects of two ring-substituted
oxysterols, 7-KChol and 5,6β-EChol, on the condensing effect,
thermodynamic stability, interfacial rigidity, and domain
morphology of DPPC monolayers for different surface
pressures and sterol molar ratios. Analysis of the compression
isotherm results for mixed DPPC/sterol monolayers showed
that 7-KChol and 5,6β-EChol have a more limited condensing
and ordering ability on DPPC than Chol, thus leaving DPPC
monolayers with a much reduced interfacial rigidity. BAM
images further revealed that in the LE−LC phase at low sterol
concentration all three sterols interact with the DPPC domains
by partitioning at the phase boundary; however, oxysterols are
not as effective at fluidizing the LC phase relative to Chol as
observed by the larger domain size. Differences in terms of
condensing ability between 7-KChol and 5,6β-EChol could also
be noted. In contrast to 7-KChol, the nonplanarity of the
steroid nucleus in 5,6β-EChol causes the projection of the
epoxy moiety out of its plane potentially enabling it to disrupt
the DPPC alkyl chain ordering, thereby increasing instability in
the monolayer. These results taken together lead to the
conclusion that the molecular structure, sterol hydrophobicity
character and tilt orientation which depend on the oxidation
position on the steroid nucleus are likely responsible for the
oxysterols lesser condensing ability, decreased interfacial
rigidity, and increasing instability imparted to DPPC
monolayers in comparison to Chol.
Future studies will focus on examining the influence of PC

alkyl chain length on the magnitude of the condensing and
ordering effects induced by each oxysterol for different chemical
compositions. Depending on the chain length, the hydrophobic
mismatch between PC alkyl chains and oxysterols could either
counteract or reinforce the van der Waals interactions and
therefore affect the overall stability of the mixed monolayers.
Additionally, as shown by recent MD simulations,29 the breadth
and location of the angular tilt distribution of oxysterols relative
to Chol depend largely on the oxidation position. However, so
far, there have been very few experimental results to support
this molecular picture. Further studies using surface-sensitive
spectroscopic techniques such as infrared reflection−absorption
spectroscopy (IRRAS) and vibrational sum-frequency gener-
ation (VSFG) spectroscopy applied to pure and mixed DPPC/
sterol monolayers will enable to retrieve the orientational
information about the oxysterols. Finally, as in real marine
aerosols Chol will be present alongside oxysterols, it would be
interesting to look at the synergistic/antagonistic interactions
between these sterols and their ability to promote (or not)
DPPC monolayer condensation in ternary mixtures. All these
studies would provide a more complete understanding of lipid−
sterol interactions and how these ultimately affect the surface
reactivity and stability of the organic layer on marine aerosols.
With regards to implications of this work on atmospheric

phenomena, Chol and its oxidation products are likely to be
encountered in marine aerosol due to their prevalence in
cellular membranes of marine organisms. Because of the lower
hydrophobicity of the oxysterols relative to Chol, the interfacial
rigidity of the lipid layer will be reduced, thereby changing the

water evaporation characteristics of the aerosol. Also, the
reflectance of the aerosol changes, correlated with disruption of
the monolayer, therefore changing the surface refractive index,
likely impacting the radiative properties of marine aerosols.
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